Welcome
Adelaide Avenue bus stops study
We want to better understand
how you travel and your public
transport expectations along
Adelaide Avenue. We can then
deliver infrastructure that best
serves passengers, pedestrians,
cyclists and motorists.
We invite you to view the
information displayed, speak to
members of the project team
and provide your comment on
the options prepared for bus
stops on Adelaide Avenue.

Transport for Canberra
This study is a key component of the ACT Government’s Transport
for Canberra policy. Transport for Canberra aims to increase the
share of public transport trips to and from work to 9% of commuter
travel by the end of 2011 and 16% by 2026.
To do this we need to improve public transport by developing a
network that adequately serves current patrons and encourages more
people to use public transport. The ACT Government committed $147
million to road and public transport initiatives in the 2011-12 Budget.
It brings the total transport commitments since the 2010-11 Budget
to $244 million. This project is part of that commitment.
Implementing Transport for Canberra has involved the commissioning
of feasibility studies such as this, and progressing infrastructure
projects along the major transport corridors in Canberra.
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The rapid transit system between Woden and Civic (part of the Blue Rapid
Service) is a key component of Canberra’s public transport network.
We are keen to improve this service by exploring the possibility of
introducing stops at key locations on the route for safe access by residents,
workers and visitors between Curtin and Deakin.
The purpose of this project is to identify:
•	feasible locations for bus stops along Adelaide Avenue between
Curtin and Deakin
•	the best design for these bus stops (considering passenger safety,
access, traffic flow, landscape, surrounding land-use and future change).
Adelaide Avenue is a Designated Area in the National Capital Plan and
forms one of Canberra’s main avenues. Any proposed works in the
Adelaide Avenue road reserve remain subject to works approval by the
National Capital Authority.
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Process
The flow chart below
shows the steps in
the project.

Community input
Today’s session is the first of a series of community engagement
activities scheduled to occur throughout the project.

Review of relevant background
information (e.g. transport
strategies, studies, works
completed to date)

The proposed options for bus stops on Adelaide Avenue are presented
in today’s display. We are interested in gaining your feedback on these
options. Should you wish to provide feedback please complete and
submit one of the feedback forms provided.

Site analysis and identification
of opportunities and constraints

This display and the feedback form will be made available online
following this session, offering those unable to participate today an
opportunity to provide their input.

Development of options
Community information session
on proposed options

TODAY

Go to www.transport.act.gov.au
You can also email feedback to transportplanning@act.gov.au and
include ‘Adelaide Avenue’ in the subject line.
The feedback period will close on 10 April 2012.
Your feedback will assist in the development of a preferred option.

Information on proposed options
and opportunity to submit
feedback provided online
Review of community feedback
Selection of a preferred option
Community information session
on preferred option
Information on preferred option
and opportunity to submit
feedback provided online
Review of community feedback
Development of business case
including a cost benefit analysis
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Options
Options development
How can we best provide bus stops on Adelaide Avenue?
This study has identified three
locations for bus stops along
Adelaide Avenue:
• Hopetoun Circuit
• Kent/Novar Street
• Carruthers Street .
There are different options for
providing bus stops at these locations
including the following types of stops:
Ramp Stops: One of the simplest options
is to build bus stops next to the on or offramps. Buses would exit Adelaide Avenue via
the off-ramp, visit the stop and then travel
back on to Adelaide Avenue via the on-ramp.
This could work at Hopetoun Circuit and
Carruthers Street, but not at Novar Street.
Kerbside Stops: To prevent buses needing to
use the ramps, an alternative is to build bus
stops on Adelaide Avenue itself. Ramps and
stairs would be required to get people to the
level of the motorway. Safe design would
be important, as Adelaide Avenue is a highspeed environment.
Median Stops: To allow the continued use of
the existing median bus lane, stops can be
constructed in the median strip. This method
is used in many places around the world,
including Sydney. Access to such stops would
be via ramps or stairs from the cross-street.

The first two options provide a challenge, because the
existing bus lanes are next to the median stip. Buses would
need to exit the lane and cross the traffic lanes to get to
the off-ramp or kerbside stop. The bus lanes could be
relocated to the outside lane, but this can create conflict
with other traffic that needs to exit and enter Adelaide
Avenue via the ramps.
The design of median bus stops can also be challenging,
with a limited amount of space to work in between the
carriageways. Different designs include a separate bus stop
for each direction or a common stop that requires buses to
cross-over.
It may be possible that different types of bus stop could
be used in each location, or a different type of stop could
be used in the inbound direction than the outbound
direction. The Hopetoun Circuit, Kent/Novar Street and
Carruthers Street boards show the different options for
stops at each of the proposed locations.

Key factors in choosing the preferred stop
include:
•	the number of people that live or work within walking
distance of the stop,
•	the distance people would need to walk to the stop
including ramps or stairs,
•	the safety of the stop including lighting and surveillance,
•	the delay that would be caused to buses accessing
the stop,
•	the impact and safety for cyclists,
•	the impact on other traffic on Adelaide Avenue, and
•	the cost of developing each stop.
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Hopetoun Circuit
Hopetoun Circuit passes underneath Adelaide Avenue, and has relatively good pedestrian
access along it that would make walking to new bus stops quite easy. In all options, the
lighting of the underpass would need to be improved to increase safety at night.

Option 1
The on-ramps on each side of Adelaide
Avenue present good opportunities to create
ramp stops. At the locations where the stops
would be, the road is relatively flat, making it
easy to construct the stops. On the northern
side of Adelaide Avenue, an old, now unused
stop area is available on the on-ramp, and this
would be redesigned.

$ Low

Option 2
Separate inbound and outbound stops could
be constructed to either side of Hopetoun
Circuit, to avoid the need to build an
additional bridge. Pedestrian access to these
stops would be difficult, and the two stops
could feel quite isolated.

$ High

Option 3
A cross-over median stop could be built,
using a new bridge across Hopetoun Circuit.
Pedestrian ramps and stairs could be built
directly from Hopetoun Circuit to the stop
platform, making access relatively easy.

$ High
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Kent/Novar Street
The bridge at Kent Street and Novar Street passes over Adelaide Avenue, with
pedestrian paths on both sides. The median at this location is quite narrow, and slopes
notably from south to north, increasing the complexity of building in the median.
The lack of ramps to the west means that ramp stops are not possible.

Option 1
Kerbside stops on Adelaide Avenue itself
could be developed here. Pedestrian ramps
would lead down to the stops. The bus lane
would need to be moved to the outside lane to
allow buses to enter and exit the stop safely.

$ Low

Option 2
Separate inbound and outbound stops could
be constructed to either side of the bridge,
with ramps leading directly down to them.

$ High

Option 3
A cross-over median stop could be built under
the bridge. Pedestrian ramps and stairs could
be built directly from the bridge to the stop
platform.

$ High
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Carruthers Street
The bridge at Carruthers Street passes over Adelaide Avenue, with pedestrian paths on
both sides, although the path on the southern side of the bridge is wider and leads to
signalised crossings at the on and off-ramps. The median at this location is quite wide,
providing flexibility in design.

Option 1
The on-ramps on each side of Adelaide
Avenue present opportunities to create ramp
stops. However, these ramps are a little steep
which might impact some users if stops were
created there.

$ Low

Option 2
Separate inbound and outbound stops could
be constructed to either side of the bridge,
with ramps leading directly down to them.

$ High

Option 3
A cross-over median stop could be built under
the bridge. Pedestrian ramps and stairs could
be built directly from the bridge to the stop
platform.

$ High
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Next Step
The feedback you submit
today will be used to
assist the selection and
development of a preferred
option. This option will
be presented at a second
community information
session scheduled for early
June 2012. Notification and
details of this session will
be posted on the website
prior to the event.
Keep up-to-date by visiting
www.transport.act.gov.au

Thank you
Community feedback is important
in shaping the direction of future
public transport infrastructure in
the ACT. Thank you for visiting the
session today. Your participation
in this important project is greatly
appreciated.
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